As organizations begin to deploy large computational grids, it has become apparent that systems for obseTVation and control of the resources, services, and applications that make up such grids are needed. Administrators must obseTVe resources and services to ensure that they are operating correctly and must control resources and seTVices to ensure that their operation meets the needs of users. Users are also interested in the operation of resources ami services so that they can choose the most appropriate ones to use. In this paper we describe a prototype system to monitor and manage computational grids and describe the general software framework for control ami observation in distributed environments that it is based on.
Introduction
A recent trend in government and academic research is the develo p ment and de p l oyment of com p utational grids [14, 22] . Computational grids are large-scale distributed systems that typically consist of high-perfonnance compute, storage, and networking resources. Examples of such computational grids are the DOE Science Grid [3] , the NSF Partnershi p s for Advanced Computing
Infrastructure [6, 7] , and the NASA Information Power
Grid [29] . Most of the work to de p loy these grids is in developing the software services to allow users to execute applications on large and diverse sets of distributed resources. These services include secu rity, execution of remote a p plications, managing remote data, access to information about resources and services, and so on.
There are several toolkits that provide these services, such
as Globus [211, Legion [26] , and Condor [301.
NASA is building a computational grid called the Information Power Grid (IPG) that is based upon the Globus toolkit. The IPG currently consists of resources and users at four NASA centers and our attem p t to deploy a production grid of this size' has highlighted the need for systems to observe and control the resources, services, and applications that make up such grids. We have found it difficult to ensure that the many resources in the IPG and the grid services executing on those resources are 0190-3918102 $17.00 © 2002 IEEE 55 perfonning correctly. We have also found it cumbersome to p erform administrative tasks such as adding grid users to our resources. These observations have led to our development of a system to address these needs.
This paper provides an overview of our system for monitoring and managing a computational grid. It allows administrators to observe the status of the resources and services that make up a Globus-based computational grid, to perform actions to correct failures, and perform day-to day administrative functions. This system is constructed using the CODE toolkit [351 that provides a secure, scalable, and extensible framework for making observations on remote computer systems, transmitting this observational data to where it is needed, performing actions on remote computer systems, and analyzing observational data to determine what actions should be taken. We begin our di scussion with an overview of the CODE framework. Section 3 describes the current functionality of our grid monitoring and management system. Section 4 describes related work and Section 5 summarizes our work and presents future work.
CODE Framework
We have developed a software framework for Control and Observation in Distributed Environments, called CODE for obvious reasons [35] . We are using this framework to im p lement several useful grid services, including our grid monitoring and management system.
This section provides an overview of the framework.
Architecture
We call CODE a framework because it contains the core code that is necessary for performing monitoring and management. Users only need to add components to this framework and start the framework running. For exam p le, if a user wants to create a host monitor, she would create components to monitor processes, files, network communications, and so on. The user would then add these components to the framework and tell the framework to begin monitoring the host. This same process is used for adding components to perform management actions. In fact, the typical process will be ./ Figure 1 . Architecture of the CODE framework.
easier because CODE provides a set of commonly used components for observing various properties and performing various actions and all a user will have to do is select which of these components t o use.
The CODE architecture is shown in Figure 1 . The components that are shown with a solid outline are those that are supplied by our framework, the components that are shown with a dashed outline are provided by the user, and the gray boxes show the logical grouping of the components in our framework into entities that may be on different hosts. The logical components of our framework are observers that perform and report observations, actors that perform actions, managers that receive observations, make decisions, and request actions, and a directory service for locating observers and actors.
An observer is a process on a computer system that provides information that can be measured from the system it is executing on. This could be information about the computer system, services or applications running on that computer system, or information that is not related to the computer system but that is accessible from it.
Examples of this last type of information are scheduling queue information from "a front-end system and the current use of a local area network. An observer provides information in the form of events. An event has a type and contains data in the form of <name, value> pairs. The values are typically of simple types such as string or integers, but can also be structures. An observer allows a manager to query for an event or to subscribe for a set of events. A SUbscription is useful, for example, if a user wants to be notified of the load on a system periodically or notified whenever some fault condition occurs. Access 56 to events is controlled based on user identity and user location on both a per-observer and a per-event type basis.
An observer consists of the following components:
• Sensor. A sensor is used to sense or measure some property. For example, a CPU load sensor would measure t he CPU load of a host. A sensor is a passive component that performs measurements only when the sensor manager requests them. We are providing a set of sensors as part of our framework, but users will most likely need to implement sensors for their specific purposes.
• Sensor Manager. The sensor manager receives event requests or subscriptions from the event producer interface, uses the appropriate sensor at the appropriate time to perform a measurement, and sends the result of the measurement to the event producer interface in the form of an event.
• Event Producer Interface. The event producer interface provides an interface for observers to access a distributed event service. This event service allows event subscriptions to be established between producers and consumers, allows consumers to query for events from producers, and allows producers to send events to consumers.
An actor is a process on a computer system that can be asked to perform actions. These actions are made from the actor process and could affect local or remote resources, services, and applications. Access to actions is controlled based on user identity and user location on both a per actor and a per -action type basis. An actor consists of the following components:
• Actuator. An actuator is a component that can be used to perform a specific action. For example, an actuator can be used to start a daemon. An actuator is a passive component that performs actions only when the actuator manager requests them. We are providing a set of actuators as part of our framework, but users will most likely need to implement actuators for their own specific purposes.
• Actuator Manager. The actuator manager receives requests to perform actions from the actor interface, uses the appropriate actuator to perform the action, and sends the results of the action back to the actor interface.
• Actor Interface. The actor interface provides an interface to a distributed action service that transmits requests for actions and their results. A manager is a process that asks observers for information, reasons upon that information, and asks actors to take actions when the observations indicate that actions need to be taken. A manager consists of the following components:
• Management Logic. The management logic receives events from the event consumer interface, reasons upon this information to determine if any actions need to be taken, and then takes any actions using the director interface. There are two ways to implement the management logic: Use an expert system and write management rules. We are experimenting with using the CLIPS expert system [25] to simplify the writing of managers.
• Event Consumer Interface. The event consumer interface is used to request events from observers and receive those events.
• Director Interface. The director interface is used to request that actors perform actions and to receive the results of those actions. A common component of a computational grid is a directory service or grid information service [20). For our purposes, a directory service is a distributed database that is accessed using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [28}. We use a directory service to store the locations of observers and actors, describe what types of observations and actions they provide, and allow managers to search for the observers and actors.
Implementation
We have implemented the CODE framework in C++ and in Java so that it can be used from a variety of programming languages. At this point, the CODE 57 framework supports communication using TCP, UDP, and SSL. The SSL communication is implemented using the Globus Grid Security Infrastructure [23] . The CODE framework is an implementation of the Grid Monitoring Architecture [40] defined in the Global Grid Forum and supports encoding of communication messages with extension of the event protocol [37, 38] that is being defined in the Global Grid Forum. This protocol encodes data using the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and CODE uses the Xerces XML parsers to decode messages. Further, the format of the data CODE places in the directory service is compatible with the LDAP schemas [36] being defined in the Global Grid Forum.
Grid Management System
As computational grids grow, it becomes very difficult to ensure the correct operation of the large number of resources and services that make up a grid and to confi gure the services that are available on a grid. We have developed a prototype Grid Management System (GMS) to assist with these tasks in a Globus-based grid such as the NASA Information Power Grid. Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture o f this system and we will describe the components of this architecture next.
GRAM Management Agent
The Globus toolkit includes a service called the Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) [17] that allows remote users to execute applications on a computer system. Our system has an agent on each host that has a GRAM server. The purpose of this agent is to ensure that the GRAM service is available to users, that the computer system it is associated with is operating correctly, and that there is network connectivity to other GRAM hosts. The GRAM management agent contains a CODE observer, actor, and manager. The observer is used to monitor the following properties: 1. The network latency between the GRAM host and other GRAM hosts. These latencies are used in this situation to detect any network problems. The ping sensor measures round trip times using the Unix ping command.
2. The available network bandwidth between the GRAM host and other GRAM hosts. These bandwidth measurements are also used to detect network problems and help users seleCt resources. The IPerf {42] network measurement tool is used to make these measurements. 3. The CPU load is measured to determine if the computer system is overloaded and unusable. This measurement is made using three different sensors.
One sensor uses the Unix uptime program, a second uses the PBS qstat command, and the third uses the LSF bjobs command. The sensor that is used depends on how access to the computer system is scheduled. 4. The memory statistics are measured using the Unix vmstat command, or similar commands, to determine if the memory subsystem is overloaded.
5.
The available disk space is measured using the Unix df-command The GRAM servers require some minimal amount of disk space to operate.
6. The status of the GRAM reporter. The IPG is currently running the Globus MDS in classic mode.
In that mode, a GRAM reporter daemon is executing on each GRAM host and writing data into a remote LDAP server.
7.
The GRAM log files. These log files contain infonnation about usage of the GRAM service and infonnation about any problems that occur. These log files are observed for any problems.
8. The GRAM grid map file. This file specifies which grid users can execute applications through the GRAM service and also maps grid user identifiers to local Unix user identifiers. This information is provided so that remote administrators can detennine and modify which grid users can use the GRAM service.
The actor has actuators to perform the following actions: 2. Send emai1. The email actuator is used to send email to administrators when a problem cannot be handled automatically, but must be corrected immediately.
Modify the GRAM gridmap file. This actuator is used
by the remote management GUI so that access to the GRAM service on the host can be given to or taken away from grid users and the mapping of grid users to local user identities can be modified The GRAM management agent also includes a CODE manager. At this time, this manager does not receive any observations nor perform any actions. This approach assumes that the management of a grid takes place in the management Gills. In the future, this manager will receive observations and perfonn actions so that management functionality will be offloaded to the GRAM manager and that the system will be more scalable.
When this agent begins executing, it locates the event archive (described further in Section 3.3) using the directory service and initiates subscriptions with the archive as the producer of events. These subscriptions indicate that the GRAM management agent will send events to the archive when problems occur. These problems include excessive CPU or memory use, failure of the GRAM reporter, or problems in the GRAM log files. At any time, management Gill s can contact this agent to receive information or request that actions be performed.
GIS Management Agent
A Globus-based computational grid also has a GIS server consists of an observer, an actor, and a manager. The observer monitors the following properties:
1. The network connectivity between the GIS hosts.
LDAP servers typically refer searches for information to other LDAP servers.
2. The CPU load of the host.
3. The available memory of the host.
4.
The available disk space.
5.
The status of the LDAP server itself. This is measured in two ways. First, the existence of the LDAP server process is observed. Second, the time to request a search and receive a reply is measured.
The actor that is part of a GIS management agent is relatively simple: It only has two actuators at the curr ent time. One actuator is used to send emails. The other actuator is used to start, stop, and restart the LDAP server.
The GIS management agent also includes a CODE manager. At this time, this manager does not receive any observations nor perform any actions.
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When the GIS management agent begins executing, it locates the event archive using the directory service and initiates subscriptions with the archive as the producer of events. These subscriptions indicate that the GIS management agent will send events to the archive when problems occur.
Event Archive
The event archive stores events so that management
GUIs can obtain information about problems that have occurred in the past. The archive acts as an event consumer for events generated by GRAM and GIS management agents and acts as a producer of events for management GUIs. GRAM and GIS management agents use the directory service to find the archive and then they initiate a subscription to the archive. The agents then send events to the archive whenever problems occur.
Management GUIs also find the archive using the directory service. They then query for events from the archive. This query contains an event filter that is used to select which events to return. At the current time, we are using the Xpath [15] language as our filter language and the Xindice [12] XML database to store our events.
Directory Service
As described in Section 2.1, the observers and actors on the GRAM and GIS hosts register themselves in the directory service so that managers can find them. The event archive also registers itself so that management Gill s, GRAM managers, and GIS managers can find it.
Management GUI
The final component of our grid monitoring and management system is a graphical user interface that is used by grid administrators. Instances of this interface can be started and stopped at any time by multiple adininistrators. This interface allows grid administrators to view the current status of .a grid, be notified when problems occur on the grid, examine problems that have occurred in the past, and perform grid administrative tasks. Figure 3 shows the management GUI being used to show the status of a subset of the resources on the NASA IPG. While the colors can't be seen here, the boxes around each computer system icon indicate whether status information from the machine has been received recently. The boxes are colored green when information has been received recently, yellow when an expected event has not been received, and red when two expected events have not been received. The vertical progress bars next to each computer system icon show what fraction of the CPUs in that computer system is being used. The lines between computer systems indicate whether the machines can ping each other. They are also colored green, yellow, and red to indicate if pings have been successful. The progress bars next to the lines show the fraction of maximum measured bandwidth, in both directions, that was available during the last bandwidth experiment. The computers and 60 networks to monitor along with icon selection and placement of all of the graphical components are stored in a configuration file that is loaded when the GUI stans.
As you can see from the figure, a user of the management Gill can quickly understand the status of some of the major IPG systems and the networks that connect them. Users can also click on any of the machines or network connections to display more detailed information such as that shown in Figure 4 .
This interface can also be used to perform administrative tasks. At the current time, the interface allows an administrator to add, remove, and modify users in the GRAM grid map files on the remote computer systems. This interface provides several different ways to view user access. One display shows the grid user to local user name mappings for a single computer system and allows modifications to these mappings. Another display shows all of the computers that a grid user has access to and all of the local user names the grid user maps to. An administrator can use this display to add or remove access to computer systems and specify which local user name a grid user should map to.
Related Work
There are many existing systems for remote monitoring and management of networks and computer systems. A few comm ercial systems are OpenView [4] provide a wide range of monitoring and management services for a variety of resources. There are several problems with using these tools in our current grid environments. First, these products do have a cost associated with them, which may be difficult to afford for all of the participants in a multi-institution research grid. [16] . Many of these services are quite usable, the main advantage of the one that is part of our framework is that it will continue to be compatible with the standards defined in the Grid Forum. The benefit of this is that each implementation of an event service or monitoring system will have positives and negatives in terms of programming language, performance, and usability. Standards allow users to select the best implementations for their needs and still communicate with other implementations that are optimized for different purposes.
Sununary and Future Work
OUf efforts to deploy a computational grid at NASA have demonstrated the need for tools to observe and control the resources, services, and applications that make up grids. This has led to our development of CODE which provides a secure, scalable. and extensible framework for making observations from remote computer systems, transmitting this observational data to where it is needed, performing actions from remote computer systems, and analyzing observational data to determine what actions should be taken.
A prototype of our framework is complete and we are continuing to improve it. In addition to the core framework, we have implemented sensors for measuring various properties such as process status, file characteristics, disk space, CPU load, network interface characteristics, and LDAP search performance. We have 61 also implemented a few simple actuators. We have used ' this framework to develop a prototype grid management system that allows administrators to observe the current status of the resources and services that make up a grid, to correct problems when they appear, and to perform administrative tasks such as modifying which grid users can access which computer systems. The grid management system also records failures that occur so that they can be examined at a later time.
In the future we will continue to improve and extend the CODE framework and we will also improve our Grid Management System as we gain experience from its use. Further, we will track the standards for grid event services that are being developed in the Global Grid Forum and will strive to be compatible with those standards.
